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Winner ford dover staff

Winner Automotive Group has been hiring about our dealer on Cars.com since September 1999!... Visit WinnerCareers.com for more information. Our mission is to be a leading supplier of new and pre-installed vehicles in Delaware. We will do this by listening to you, our valued customers to ensure full satisfaction of all your car and maintenance needs. We
promise to answer all your questions and provide you with all the information you need to make an informed, thoughtful purchase decision. We will do everything from us to make your shopping, shopping and possession experience have nothing to do. Your satisfaction is guaranteed! Guarantee Delmarva's Guaranteed Lowest New Ford and Hyundai Prices
Guarantee - at least 12,000 miles / 12-month warranty for parts and labor. Price - Fair prices, measured by comparing them with the RepairPal price evaluator. The quality of the equipment - Technicians and consultants are properly trained, preserved and certified in quality. Customer Satisfaction - A proven collection of valid online dealer reviews to
demonstrate exceptional quality of service. 925 lifetime reviews. The dealer's rating is calculated on the average score on the reviews received over the last 24 months. Read the reviews that mention: View more Reviews Back Division Sales Rating Dealer calculated by averaging scores from reviews received in the last 24 months new tires?? Don't drive a
Mercedes!! - Kalynnb Horrible experience! The customer service was terrible; down right roughly. The bus service was insane. It should never take a week to get the tires put on a th rate of $1,325! More Outstanding Service - Michelle522 When my mother and I first entered the salon, we were immediately welcomed. We were immediately helped. Like any
other car purchase process, it took a bit of time, but much shorter than I've experienced before. The car salesman brought the car on a test drive straight to the door, and even opened the doors for us. Everyone was patient with us as we were hesitant. We experienced the service from the winner as well, get a change of oil. The financial manager was very
friendly and answered all our questions quickly. They were amazing too! I don't usually write reviews, but I felt the need to express how grateful I am to the service winner. I'm HIGHLY RECOMMEND winner Broad. They're real professionals. Yes More Service Department - Joseph Truck has been in for warranty items several times. The skill and attention to
detail is terrible. Technicians can't even secure the front panel. I hate to see the final product on a serious problem. Even the general manager wasn't interested in my problems. Go somewhere else and save the headache. There's ratings showing! More Surveillance Service - Carservice Customer Service Center is more attentive to colleagues than Started
one client, claiming back and forth to 2/3 of the employee's confusion, like the 2 PT with each customer. The winner of Ford Dover lacked compassion for customers. More went for a tip and they messed up my car - Holly Spencer I took my van to get a tip on it fixed torque converter. I went to pick up his tire was flat, they locked my steering wheel and the
battery was dead. As I was driving home, the light gear started flashing, I called them and they said it was a tire light. Then after 50 miles driving it the control engine light came on. So I waited to drive it until I got my tire fixed. I took it to NAPA and they read the codes on it, now it has six codes on it all related to the transmission and they won't fix it. Its all the
sensors want over 300 to fix it is just a big scam. Don't go there. More Asking about warranty cover - Wanted to buy a van I've had parts and customer service winner Broad since 2004. I recently asked the service department about the warranty on the used car I'm going to buy. Not from them because they don't have this particular vehicle in stock. But I
contact them first. I called the service department and talked to the consultant of the service. She couldn't tell me exactly what the coating was left on the vehicle. She finally gave me an answer, but seemed unsure. When I went to ask her another question, she hung up. More May 28, 2017 - True pleasure - Brian Walsh walked into a new, pristine salon...
very imtpressive. John Warrall has provided a free, intuitive and frank sales experience. We will recommend to everyone! Its a brand new winner believe me! More Freestyle Service - Hardworking brought my freestyle in for the usual oil change and maintenance of sticking door latch drivers. . Michael said that the part needed to fix the latch doors should be
ordered, he created an appointment to complete the work and explained the whole process in detail. Read more perfectly - SHELLEY R MALONEY Don Webb was very gentle and helpful would recommend it to others. Very helpful and knowledgeable. Already recommended Don to a friend who is on the market. More F150 Service - John Langiu Previously
had my other F150 I have over 14 years of service done by the winner of Ford Dover, as long as they are honest and not trying to sell everything that is required, I will start a new chapter with my newest truck. More Ford Winner Employees in Dover is amazing! Jarmin was very friendly and helpful as we entered and made sure we left with our new car ready
to go the same day! we were very excited and ready to take our car home that we even forgot the keys to our house here, and by the time we noticed they're already closed. We panicked, didn't know what to do, and started looking through the FB page and messaged Chris hoping that maybe he had it see it, but we thought we... having to spend the night at
the hotel, luckily Chris woke up and without hesitation to help us right away, he passed a message to Jarmin and Jarmin came to our rescue and gave us our keys, I'm very grateful that we picked a Ford winner because they could just wait until the next day, it was almost 11pm when we realized we didn't have our keys and they went out of their way to help
us!!! Nate lis'Page 2 OverallNot is a good place to work. They use the sellers and leave the controls in the dark. Worst job I've ever had!! Stay away from this place at all costs. They flip over managers as they are worthless and are always looking for someone better. 0 Job SecurityBeamIng this review is helpful? Good place to work, bad sense management,
a bunch of liers, bad relationship managers, they don't like the employees or the clients working here, are you another slave. The management is terrible. There's no structure. The director of the service belittles people and has no idea how to manage the service department. There is no sense of urgency or direction. They want you to work every Saturday
without a week off. No thanks. Terrible management. And pay. Was this review useful? Everyone was very pleased to work. Customers were great and understanding. Very busy with service calls and lots of traffic through the dealership which was great. A lot of things to do to work and very simple. Was this review useful? Love works with my hand Love it
on the winner, but my real mouth does the maintenance of the apartment. Love working with my hands to put things together and make the client happy. Love makes costumers happy with there's a new car Just need air in the summer. Was this review useful? The winner of Ford is full of bullies who think above power jobs and they intimidate the people
under them. They play favorites and threaten your work, so you will either quit or do what they want This review useful? The management and staff were very good at working. The sales department was very good and good to customers. the service was very helpful when I had questions about my cargo to dine everydayhad to eat when you could your
review helpful? Is it really your favorite place to learn about companies? This is probably the most dysfunctional dealership I've ever worked with. No matter comes through the door. They have a terrible advertising campaign. GM has never sold and has no idea how to do deals or do business. GSM frankly plays and speaks poorly about employees to other
employees. There's a million dealers that work better. If you are looking for a good place to work, look elsewhere. Bad pay, expensive benefits, benefits, Working EnvironmentWas this review useful?Ok if you have no hope of anything betterIn terms of work on selling cars you can make more money elsewhere. They give you a small salary, but it really is. If
your gross solutions are no mini and good luck, having a bonus stick for more than a month. Was this review useful? Colleagues were great, we helped each other to get a job, and tried to take care of each other. The management was a revolving door!! You never knew if and when, a new manager would be brought in, making it difficult for others to do their
job. The atmosphere was very tense. Excellent ford products - Hyundai - VW - SubaruNo training for sellers, no structure in management. Change management too often, ie 7 F'I mgrs, three sales mgrs and several sellers all in less than 1 yearIn this review is useful? Good company, but worked hard. I don't want to leave any more information about this
company. Please don't get people to rate the company, even if it's confidentialWas this review is helpful? Fast pace - constant changessbarium was good, as was the benefits. The revolving door of the managers. Constant change is not always for the better. You were paid, but the culture was that you were disposable. Revolving door managersAhid this
review useful? The company was ok, the management was terrible. Not paid enough. There is no room for growth. The parking lot was terrible. I had to go far. The boss wasn't friendly, didn't give you the time of day. Was this review useful? A productive, Fun Place for WorkWinner Auto was such a great place to work. Room for promotion, friendly staff and a
great environment. It was like working with a family. Flexible managers, promotion opportunities, opportunity to learn You this review useful? I would like to come at 7am and I would like to do paperwork. I would be great customers who would be waiting in the lobby. The guide was always there to help you. My colleagues were pleased to work. We've always
had fun. The hardest part of the job is to keep customers happy. The nice part was to keep those who were happy, happy. Was this review helpful? High schools over and overdream! If you don't suck you on the big guy you might as well give up because they don't even say hello in the hall. The only good thing about this place is that you leave at a decent
time. Was this review useful? Helpful?
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